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Abstract
This paper is aimed at presenting transient analysis of a grid-connected wind-driven permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) at fixed and variable speeds by solving the system describing differential equations. For comparison
purpose, wind-driven squirrel cage (SCIG) and doubly fed (DFIG) induction generators at fixed and variable speeds are
studied using MATLAB/SIMULINK software package. Different from PMSG and DFIG the grid should feed the reactive
losses of transmission lines and transformers at any value of short circuit ratio for SCIG. This increases the dynamic
stability of DFIG and PMSG when compared with SCIG. Under three-phase-to-ground fault and single-phase-to-ground
fault conditions, the time required to recover stability of PMSG wind farm is less than those DFIG and SCIG wind farms
for fixed and variable speeds indicating that PMSG is more stable than of DFIG and of SCIG wind farms.
Keywords: Wind energy; Fixed and variable speed wind turbine; Permanent magnet synchronous generator; Induction
generator; Short circuit ratio.
1.

Introduction

Wind turbine technology has undergone a dramatic transformation during the last 15 years, developing from a fringe
science in the 1970s to the wind turbines of the 2000s utilizing the latest technology in power electronics, aerodynamics
and mechanical drive designs.
Induction generators are more attractive than synchronous generators for wind turbines due to their robust construction, low
cost, low maintenance, long life (more than 50 years) and low power to weight ratio (Bhadra 2005). However the reactive
power management is a major concern, not only to compensate for the reactive power requirements of the wind generator
itself but also to support the system voltage in particular for wind farms based on fixed speed induction generators.
Most wind turbines use induction generators, squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG), doubly-fed-induction-generators
(DFIG) or permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSG). Currently, DFIG based wind turbines dominate the world
market due to their cost-effective provision of variable-speed operation, as well as the controlling ﬂexibility of
electromagnetic torque and reactive power. However, since its stator and rotor are both connected to the power system, grid
fault ride-through control (on temporal reduction of the grid voltage due to a fault) is difficult for the DFIG, and is a major
challenge for wind turbine manufacturers based on the MATLAB/SIMULINK without stating the system describing
equations (Zhanfeng 2010). In the existing literature, there have recently been several papers dealing with this problem,
mainly focusing on ride-through controller design and transient response analysis based on the system describing equations
after being linearized and models the state variables of the original system states from the nominal operating values (Rahim
2011).
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The analysis of a configuration consisting wind farm based on conventional fixed speed SCIG has been reported before
(Fischer de Toledo 2005). Improvement of the short-term voltage and rotor stability performance on introducing a
STATCOM was quantified during different types of failure events in the connected power system (three-phase to ground
fault and single-phase to ground fault) using EMTDC/PSCAD digital simulator. Also, the effect of electrical parameters of
the induction generator on the transient voltage stability of a fixed speed wind turbine (FSWT) connected to a simple grid
based on the MATLAB/SIMULINK (Dusonchet 2011).
When compared with induction generators, the PMSG has a smaller physical size and a lower moment of inertia which
means a higher reliability and power density per volume ratio. The electrical losses in the rotor are eliminated on the
expense of high costs for permanent magnet materials and fixed excitation, which cannot be changed according to the
operating point. The model used in this study was developed in the d-q synchronous rotating reference frame (Kesraoui
2010). PMSG based direct driven turbine is connected to the grid by through AC- DC- AC conversion system, modeled and
simulated using MATLAB/SIMULINK (Mittal 2008).
This paper is aimed at presenting a transient analysis model of a grid-connected wind-driven permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) at fixed and variable speeds by solving the system describing differential equations. The
PMSG is the equivalent generator of many wind-driven synchronous generators operating in a wind farm. For comparison
purpose, wind-driven squirrel cage (SCIG) and doubly fed (DFIG) induction generators running at fixed and variable
speeds are studied using MATLAB/SIMULINK.
Different line connections between the grid and the wind farm with subsequent different short-circuit ratios are studied. The
study extends to include three-phase-to-ground and single-phase-to-ground faults at the point where the wind farm is
connected to the grid. The time required for the wind farm to recover stability is assessed for wind driven PMSG, DFIG

and SCIG.
2. Network
There are a number of possible interconnection structures for wind farms and thus it is not possible to cover every type of
network configuration, load, and interconnection point of the wind farm. Frequently wind parks are connected to weak
systems, as they are typically located far from major load centers and central generation. This reflects itself in defining a
short circuit ratio (SCR) of the interconnection expressed as:

SCR 

Where

SCC
Sbase

(1)

S base is the rated power of wind farm and SCC or short circuit capacity is the short circuit power delivered from the

grid to a three-phase fault at the wind farm:
2
Vbase
SCC 
Z line

where

Z line

is the impedance of the line connecting the grid with wind farm and

(2)

Vbase

is the rated voltage of the grid. For

weak systems the SCR will usually be less than 6 (Abbey 2005).
3.

System modeling

3.1 Grid-connected Wind-driven Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) System
The block diagram of the system is shown in fig. 1. The system consists of wind-driven PMSG, an AC-DC three phase
bridge rectifier, DC-DC boost converter to fixed the voltage at certain specified value and PWM inverter to interface the
system with the electric utility.
3.1.1 PMSG Modeling
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The PMSG is described by the following differential equations (Hong-Woo 2010) and (Whei-Min 2011):

1 d ds
 v ds  Rs ids   e qs
 b dt
1 d qs
 v qs  Rs iqs   e ds
 b dt

(3)

With

 ds   Ldsids   m
 qs   Lqsiqs
where

(4)

v is the p.u voltage,

Rs

is the p.u resistance, i is the p.u current, e is the p.u stator electrical angular speed, b is

the base angular speed in rad/s, Ls is the p.u stator leakage inductance,  m is the p.u exciter ﬂux of the PMSG, and  is
the p.u ﬂux linkage. The subscripts d and q indicate the direct and quadrature axis components, respectively. The subscripts
s indicates stator quantities. The electrical active and reactive power delivered by the stator are given by

Ps  v dsids  v qsiqs

(5)

Qs  v dsiqs  v qsids

The voltages of phases d, q and 0 are transformed by Park’s transformation (P) to a, b and c variables as follows (Grainger
1994):

v d 
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(7)

3.1.2 Uncontrolled rectifier and DC-DC boost converter
As the wind speed is constantly varying so the PMSG produces variable voltage and variable frequency output. A threephase uncontrolled diode rectifier is used to convert the PMSG output AC voltage to DC voltage. The rectifier output
voltage (Vdc) depends on the AC line voltage as expressed (Mohan 1989):

Vdc 

3 3



Vm 

3 2



V LL

(8)

Where Vm is the maximum phase voltage and VLL is the rms value of the line-line voltage.
As the PMSG voltage is variable with the wind speed, the DC output voltage of the bridge rectifier is also variable. A boost
DC-DC converter has been used for maintaining the DC output voltage at constant value V do. The relation between the
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output and input voltages depends on the duty ratio D as expressed by equations (9) and (10), where Ts is the switching
period and ton is the on time of the switch, the switch mode DC-DC converter signal is generated by compared the
triangular wave (its period Ts) with DC wave as shown in fig. 2 (Mohan 1989).

Vdo
1

Vdc 1  D

(9)

t on
Ts

(10)

D

The control block diagram consists of a comparator, which compares the actual DC-DC converter output with a reference
value. The error signal is fed to a PI controller passes though a limiter within the controller. The output of the PI controller
used to generate the switching signal.
3.1.3 PWM Inverter
The inverter inverts the DC voltage output to AC voltage with supply frequency in order to connect the wind-driven system
to the grid. The output of the PWM inverter (Mohan 1989) may be expressed as:

3
maVdo  0.612maVdo
2 2
Vˆcontrol VˆLL
ma 

Vdo
Vˆtri
VLL1 

mf 

(11)

(12)

fs
f1

(13)
ˆ

Where ma called the modulation index, V LL is the peak value of the line-line voltage, VLL1 is the fundamental component in
ˆ
ˆ
the output voltage, V is the peak amplitude of the triangular which is kept constant, V
is the peak amplitude of the
control signal, mf is the frequency modulation ratio, fs is the switching frequency and f1 is the fundamental component
frequency. It is always desirable to minimize the distortion of the output voltage and current, which change with the
modulation index in linear modulation (ma ≤ 1.0) and over-modulation region (ma > 1). In the linear region (ma ≤ 1.0) the
fundamental- frequency component in the output voltage varies linearly with the amplitude modulation ratio ma as
expressed by equation (12). Also, the harmonics in the inverter output voltage waveform appear as sidebands, centered
around the switching frequency referred to the fundamental and its multiples, that is, around harmonics mf, 2 mf, 3 mf, and
so on (Mohan 1989).
tri

control

3.1.4 Modeling of grid-connected wind-driven PMSG system using Runge- Kutta Method
The PMSG wind farm connected to a grid is modeled by solving the describing differential equations using runge-kutta
method (Sermutlu 2004) as described by the flow chart of fig. 3.The solution ends up with
the temporal variation of the currents, voltages and active and reactive power.
3.2 Grid-connected Wind-driven Squirrel Cage Induction Generator (SCIG) System
In wind-driven SCIG, the stator winding is connected directly to the grid and the rotor is driven by the wind turbine as
shown in fig. 4. The power captured by the wind turbine is converted into electrical power by the induction generator and is
transmitted to the grid by the stator winding. The pitch angle is controlled in order to limit the generator output power to its
nominal value at high wind speeds. In order to generate power, the induction generator speed must be slightly above the
synchronous speed. The reactive power absorbed by the induction generator is provided by the grid or by some devices like
capacitor banks, SVC, STATCOM or synchronous condenser (Mathworks 2008a). The present transient analysis of the
system is based on MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation for fixed and variable wind speeds.
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3.3 Grid-connected Wind-driven Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) system
In wind-driven doubly-fed induction generator (WTDFIG), Fig. 5 an AC/DC/AC converter connects the rotor of the
generator to the grid. The AC/DC/AC converter is divided into two components: the rotor-side converter (
) and the
grid-side converter (
).
and
are Voltage-Sourced Converters that use forced-commutated IGBTs to
synthesize an AC voltage from a DC voltage source. The synthesized AC voltage is of power frequency for
and of
slip frequency for
. A capacitor connected on the DC side acts as the DC voltage source. A coupling inductor L is
used to connect
to the grid. The three-phase rotor winding is connected to
by slip rings and brushes and the
three-phase stator winding is directly connected to the grid. The power captured by the wind turbine is converted into
electrical power by the induction generator and transmitted to the grid by the stator and the rotor windings. The control
system generates pitch angle and voltage command signals Vr and Vgc for
and
respectively in order to
control the wind turbine power comparison against a reference power obtained from the tracking characteristic. A
Proportional-Integral (PI) regulator is used to reduce the power error to zero, while adjusting the DC bus voltage and the
reactive power or the voltage at the grid terminals (Mathworks 2008a). Similar to SCIG system, the present transient
analysis of the DFIG system is based also on MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation for fixed and variable wind speeds.
4. Grid-Connected Wind-driven Systems under study
The one line diagram of the test system employed in this study is shown in Fig. 6 for different types of wind farm.
The wind farm of PMSG consists of 75 units of 1.6 MVA wind turbines. Each wind turbine unit consists of: rotor, gear box,
permanent magnet synchronous generator, uncontrolled converter, DC-DC boost converter, inverter and a 0.69/10.5 kV
transformer as shown in fig. 6a. In the wind farm of SCIG, each wind turbine unit is the same as in PMSG in addition to
shunt capacitors for reactive power compensation, but without uncontrolled converter, DC-DC boost converter and inverter
as shown in fig. 6b. In the wind farm of DFIG, each wind turbine unit is the same as that of PMSG as shown in fig. 6c. In
The representation of the power plant has been made by aggregating all the 75 wind turbines in one equivalent unit. Phase
model is used for wind turbine induction generator (SCIG) and doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) systems (El-Helw
2008).
5. Simulation studies
The grid-connected wind-driven PMSG system is modeled by solving the system differential equations using Runge-Kutta
method by programming the m-file of MATLAB program. Three-phase-to-ground and single-phase-to-ground faults are
applied at the connection bus between the PMSG wind farm and the 115-kV transmission line at t =30 s for a duration of
140ms (as the detection and operation times of the breakers extend to 140 ms) (Fischer de Toledo 2005). For comparison
purpose the same faults are applied at the connection bus between the SCIG and DFIG wind farms and the 115-kV
transmission line at t =30 s for a duration of 140ms and SCR of 16.
5.1 Grid-connected Wind-driven systems at fixed speed
The Grid-connected wind-driven systems of system in Fig. 6 are studied with fixed speed wind turbines at 10 m/s. The
transient behaviour of systems before, during and after three-phase and single-phase to ground faults is studied.
The voltage and the frequency of PMSG are less than the rated voltage and rated frequency of wind farm (690V, 50Hz).
Therefore, the converter and inverter are used to convert the voltage and frequency to rated values.
5.1.1 Three-phase-to-ground fault
A three phase to ground fault is applied at the connection bus (bus 3) between the wind farm and the 115-kV transmission
line (Fig. 6a) at t =30 s for a duration of 140ms. Fig.7 shows the terminal voltage of the PMSG and the input dc voltage to
DC-DC boost converter.
As shown in Fig. 7, the terminal voltage of PMSG before fault is 0.8 p.u (base 690 V) at a frequency of 40 Hz. During fault,
the voltage collapses to zero at 30.25 sec with oscillations before recovering the pre-fault value. The pre-fault value of the
input dc voltage to the converter is 568 V. During fault, the dc voltage reaches zero at 30.75 sec with oscillations before
recovering its pre-fault value.
Figure 8 shows the temporal variations of the speed, voltage, active power and reactive power at Bus 1 for different wind
farms.
As shown in Fig. 8, the time required of PMSG, SCIG and DFIG wind farms to recover their pre-fault values of speed,
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voltage, active power and reactive power are approximately 0.25 sec, 1.5 sec and 1sec respectively. During fault, the speed
of PMSG wind farm oscillates reaching 1.072p.u, against 1.032 p.u and 1.024 p.u for SCIG and DFIG wind farms,
respectively. Also, the voltage of PMSG wind farm oscillates reaching 3 p.u, against 1.5 p.u and 1.1 p.u for SCIG and
DFIG wind farms, respectively. This concludes that the performance of DFIG is better than SCIG under three-phase-toground fault conditions.
For SCIG, the pre-fault and post-fault values of the speed are equal to 1.015 p.u, which are almost of the same values as
obtained previously using PSCAD simulator calculation (Fischer de Toledo 2005). During the fault, the speed reached 1.03
p.u against 1.06 p.u (Fischer de Toledo 2005). The voltage, the active power and the reactive power have the same trend
during the fault as that reported before (Fischer de Toledo 2005). Generally, the mismatch between the previous and present
calculations of the active and reactive power is nearly negligible and doesn't exceed 0.1%.
5.1.2 Single-phase-to-ground fault
A single phase to ground fault is applied at the connection bus between the wind farm and the 115-kV transmission line at t
=30 s for a duration of 140ms. Fig. 9 shows the three phases terminal voltages of PMSG and the input dc voltage to DC-DC
boost converter.
As shown in Fig. 9, the terminal voltage of PMSG before fault is 0.8 p.u (base 690 V) at a frequency of 40 Hz. During fault,
the voltage of faulted phase (Va) collapses to zero with oscillations before recovering the pre-fault value at 30.25 sec. The
voltage of the other phases (Vb, Vc) decreases to 0.5 p.u with oscillations before recovering the pre-fault value at 30.25 sec.
The pre-fault value of the input dc voltage to converter is 568 V. During fault, the voltage reaches to 250 V with oscillations
before recovering the pre-fault value at 30.75 sec.
Figure.10 shows the temporal variations of the speed, voltage, active power and reactive power at Bus 1 for different wind
farms.
As shown in Fig. 10, , the time required of PMSG, SCIG and DFIG wind farms to recover their pre-fault values of speed,
voltage, active power and reactive power are approximately 0.25 sec, 1.0 sec and 0.5 sec, respectively. During fault, the
speed of PMSG wind farm oscillates reaching 1.1p.u, against 1.02p.u and 1.005p.u for SCIG and DFIG wind farms,
respectively.
The voltage of faulted phase (Va) of PMSG, SCIG and DFIG wind farms decreases to zero while the other phase voltages
(Vb and Vc) of PMSG oscillates reaching 1.01 p.u, against 1.3 p.u and 1.025 p.u for SCIG and DFIG wind farms,
respectively. This concludes that the performance of DFIG is also better than SCIG under single-phase-to-ground fault
conditions.
For SCIG, the pre-fault value of the speed is 1.015 p.u against 1.014 p.u using PSCAD simulator as reported before
(Fischer de Toledo 2005). During the fault, the speed reached 1.018 p.u against 1.03 p.u before (Fischer de Toledo 2005).
After the fault, the speed is 1.015 p.u against 1.02 p.u (Fischer de Toledo 2005). The pre-fault value of the voltage is 1.0 p.u
which is almost of the same value as obtained previously using PSCAD simulator (Fischer de Toledo 2005). After the fault,
the voltage decreased to 0.87 p.u (Fischer de Toledo 2005) against the constant voltage value of 1.0 p.u in the present
calculation. The pre-fault and the post-fault values of the active and reactive power have the same trend as that reported
before (Fischer de Toledo 2005) before, during and after the fault. Generally, the mismatch between the previous and
present calculations of the active and reactive power is nearly negligible and doesn't exceed 0.1%.
5.2 Grid-connected Wind-driven systems at variable speed
The Grid-connected wind-driven systems of system in Fig. 6 are studied with variable speed wind turbines (Abdel-Salam
2011). The transient behaviour of systems before, during and after three-phase and single-phase to ground faults is studied.
During fault, the voltage and the frequency of PMSG are less than the rated values of wind farm (690V, 50Hz).
5.2.1 Three-phase-to-ground fault
A three phase to ground fault is applied at the connection bus (bus 3) between the wind farm and the 115-kV transmission
line at t =30 s for a duration of 140ms. Fig. 11 shows wind speed, the terminal voltage and frequency of PMSG and the
input dc voltage to DC-DC boost converter.
As shown in Fig. 11, the terminal voltage of PMSG before fault changes between 0.6 to 1.2 p.u (base 690 V) at a frequency
of 33 to 42 Hz when the wind speed changes from 8 to 12 m/sec. During fault, the voltage and frequency of PMSG collapse
to zero with oscillations before recovering their pre-fault values at 30.25 sec. The input dc voltage to converter before fault
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changes between 270 to 610 V. During fault, the dc voltage reaches zero with oscillations before recovering the pre-fault
value at 30.75 sec.
Figure.12 shows the temporal variations of the speed, voltage, active power and reactive power at Bus 1.
As shown in Fig. 12, the speed of PMSG wind farm changes in the range 0.8 to 1.2 p.u against 0.65 to 1.065 p.u for DFIG
wind farm. However, the speed of SCIG wind farm is 1p.u with spike at wind speed changes. Also, the voltage of PMSG
wind farm is value 1 p.u, against 1.0 p.u and 1.05 p.u for SCIG and DFIG wind farms respectively. Moreover, the voltage of
SCIG wind farm spikes at wind speed changes. The time required of PMSG, SCIG and DFIG wind farms to recover their
pre-fault values of speed, voltage, active power and reactive power are approximately 0.25 sec, 1.5 sec and 1sec
respectively. Again, the performance of DFIG is better than that of SCIG at varying wind speed.
5.2.2 Single-phase-to-ground fault
A single phase to ground fault is applied at the connection bus (bus 3) between the wind farm and the 115-kV transmission
line at t =30 s for a duration of 140ms.
Fig. 13 shows the temporal variations of the speed, the voltage, the active power and the reactive power at Bus 1
As shown in Fig. 13, the speed of PMSG wind farm changes in the range 0.8 to 1.2 p.u against 0.65 to 1.065 p.u for DFIG
wind farm. However, the speed of SCIG wind farm is 1p.u with small changes when wind speed changes. Also, the
terminal voltage of PMSG wind farm is 1 p.u against 1.0 p.u and 1.05 p.u for SCIG and DFIG wind farms, respectively.
However, the voltage of SCIG wind farm shows small change when wind speed changes. The times required of PMSG,
SCIG and DFIG wind farms to recover their pre-fault values of speed, voltage, active power and reactive power are
approximately 0.25 sec, 1.0 sec and 0.5 sec, respectively.
Different from SCIG, the PMSG and DFIG are not in need for a fixed capacitor to generate the active power, and the grid
can easily feed the reactive losses of transmission lines and transformer at any value of SCR (SCR ≥ 1). This increases the
dynamic stability of DFIG and PMSG when compared with SCIG. The active power of PMSG is 1 p.u compared to 0.87 p.u
for DFIG and SCIG because some reactive power is absorbed by the IG to generate the active power.
The PMSG has the advantage of generating reactive power 0.43 p.u compared to the SCIG which is in shortage of the
reactive power by 0.365p.u. On the other hand the DFIG absorbs zero reactive power, before fault (Mittal 2009).
During the fault, the speed of PMSG oscillates higher than DFIG and SCIG by approximately 10% due to flux oscillations
required to feed the reactive power. This is because the speed is inversely proportional to flux (Hong-Woo 2010). Also, the
PMSG has higher inertia being of larger weight when compared to DFIG and SCIG with a subsequent lower speed for
PMSG (Mittal 2009).
Due to flux oscillations during fault, the voltage of PMSG oscillates to 3 p.u, which is higher than the corresponding
voltages of DFIG and SCIG.
6. Conclusions
1) Different from SCIG, the PMSG and DFIG are not in need for a fixed capacitor to generate the active power, and
the grid can easily feed the reactive losses of transmission lines and transformer at any value of SCR (SCR ≥ 1).
This increases the dynamic stability of DFIG and PMSG when compared with SCIG.
2) During fault, the SCIG draws higher reactive power of -3.65p.u against -1.5p.u for the reactive power of DFIG
and 0p.u for the reactive power of PMSG.
3) For the three-phase-to-ground fault, the time required to recover stability is approximately 0.25 sec for PMSG
wind farm compared to 1 sec for DFIG wind farm and 1.5 sec for SCIG wind farm.
4) For the single-phase-to-ground fault, the time required to recover stability is approximately 0.25 sec for PMSG
wind farm compared to 0.5 sec for DFIG wind farm and 1.0 sec for SCIG wind farm.
5) PMSG wind farm is more stable than DFIG and SCIG wind farms because the time required for PMSG wind farm
to recover the stability is shorter than those of DFIG and SCIG wind farms for fixed and variable speeds.
6) The performance of DFIG is better than SCIG under three-phase-to-ground fault and single-phase-to-ground fault
conditions.
7. Appendix
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Detailed description of input data to model the system in MATLAB/SIMULINK
115 kV Transmission line data:
Length of line = 70 km
R1 =0.0739
X L1 =0.449

ohm/km,

R0 =0.388

ohm/km,

X L 0 =1.522

X C1 =0.272 Mega ohm-km,

ohm/km

X C0

ohm/km
=0.427 Mega ohm-km

Values: R1, XL1, R0 and XL0 in ohm/km; XC1 and XC0 in Mega ohm-km
The SCIG:
Generator rating: 1.62 MVA (75 units)
Rated RMS line voltage: 690V
Stator resistance: 0.0025 p.u
Cage resistance: 0.0025 p.u
Stator unsaturated leakage reactance: 0.7 p.u
Mutual unsaturated reactance: 3.434
Rotor unsaturated mutual reactance: 0.7 p.u
Frequency: 50
No. of poles pair: 2
Reactive power compensation in the wind farm: 34 MVAr.
The DFIG
Generator rating: 1.62 MVA (75 units)
Rated RMS line voltage: 690V
Stator resistance: 0.0025 p.u
Rotor resistance: 0.0025 p.u
Stator unsaturated leakage reactance: 0.7 p.u
Mutual unsaturated reactance: 3.434
Rotor unsaturated mutual reactance: 0.7 p.u
Frequency: 50
No. of poles pair: 2
The PMSG:
Generator rating: 1.62 MVA (75 units)
Rated RMS line voltage: 690V
d-axis inductance : 0.7 p.u
q-axis inductance: 0.7 p.u
Rotor resistance: 0.0025 p.u
Frequency: 50
No. of poles pair: 4
Each Wind farm transformer:
Rating: 1.6 MVA
Winding voltages: 10.5/0.69
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Leakage reactance: 0.0626
No-load losses and cooper losses: 0.0017 17 and 0.0002
Magnetizing current: 0.3 68
Step up transformer:
Rating: 150 MVA
Winding voltages: 10.5/115 kV
Leakage reactance: 0.06
No-load losses and cooper losses: 0.0017 and 0.0002
Magnetizing current: 0.3 68
Load connected at the end terminal of the line: 100 MW
System connected at the end terminal of the line:
Short Circuit Power: 2000 MVA, impedance angle 80°
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Figure 1. Grid-connected Wind-driven Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator System
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Figure 2. Switch mode DC-DC converter and DC-DC boost converter and its control
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Figure 3. Flow chart of PMSG system modeling

Figure 4. Grid-connected Wind-driven Squirrel Cage Induction Generator System

Figure 5. Grid-connected Wind-driven Doubly-Fed Induction Generator System
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Figure 7. Terminal voltage of PMSG and dc voltage of converter.
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Figure 8. Temporal variations of the speed, the voltage, the active power and the reactive power at Bus 1 for different wind
farms.
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Figure 9. Three phases terminal voltages of PMSG and the input dc voltage to converter.
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Figure 10. Temporal variations of the speed, the voltage, the active power and the reactive power at Bus 1 for different
wind farm
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Figure 12. Temporal variations of the speed, voltage, active power and reactive power at Bus 1
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Figure 13. Temporal variations of the speed, the voltage, the active power and the reactive power at Bus 1
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